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The eye of the explorer

”And so the adventure begins”
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Soft Gallery’s Autunm/Winther2020 collection,The
eye of the explorer, praises children’s inquisitive spirit
to the outdoors. Seek and you will find a magnificient
woodland, full of forest creatures, waiting to be explored. Venturing towards what we see, feel, and hear.
Peeking through the calming mist of flower-dust to
reveal a meadow full of earth toned blooms, soft and
muted. Sensing the cold breeze between fingertips.
Embracing the fresh pine scented air from the mountain top. Beautiful autumnal shades fill the path, finding secret little treasures along the way.

Along their trails they hear the gentle sound of wind
chimes in the distance. Gazing at the soothing clouds
of flowerdust. Keeping warm with wooly knits in
shades of cedar wood and pumpkin spice.
The AW20 baby boy is a true insect connoisseur,
always peeking under rocks for his next discovery.
A bona fide little explorer.
Along with the junior boy they are members of the
adventure club. Wearing their proudly earned merit
badges as they set off to see the mountian rise. Wearing deep hues of red ochre, pine grove, and inca gold.
Hearing rustling in the leaves behind them, their trusted pal Husky joins the pack. Starring at the night sky,
the scent of roasted marshmellows surrond them by the
campfire. Adventure awaits at Camp Soft.

Proud members of the adventure club, heading into the
wild unknown. Surrounded by the sounds of mindful
wildlife. The peaceful streams, the textures of fallen
harvest leaves and acorns on the trail. The warm morning sun, uplifting. Standing amoung majestic weeping
willow trees picking oaknuts left behind. The perfect
place to retreat and set up camp with pockets full of
sticks and berries. While marshmellows roast by the
campfire the berry picker and insect collector begin a
sweet trade. As the night sky approaches, adventure
awaits again tomorrow.

The baby collection : size 3 – 24 months
The Junior collection : size 2 – 14 years
Artists : AW20

The AW20 baby girl is a little treasure finder, picking
acorns at every corner.
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Together with the junior girl they seek and find sweet
berry treats. Coneflowers adorn their pockets as they
gather autumn leaves and willow nuts. Kind hearted
and generous, they delight in taking care of their local
forest friends.
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